INFORMATION RAILWAY STATION REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT

1573# SHRI SUSHIL KUMAR MODI:

Will the Minister of RAILWAYS be pleased to state:-

(a) the number of railway stations proposed to be redeveloped across the country under station redevelopment projects, name-wise details thereof;

(b) the number of railway stations in Bihar selected under this project, name-wise;

(c) the amount of expenditure to be incurred on the redevelopment of each station; the details thereof;

(d) the number of stations for which tender has been already invited and by when the tender for remaining stations would be given;

(e) whether the funds would be raised through PPP model or directly from Railway budget for the said work; and

(f) the time-frame for the construction of the same?

ANSWER

MINISTER OF RAILWAYS, COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

(SHRI ASHWINI VAISHNAW)

(a) to (f): A Statement is laid on the Table of the House.

*****
STATEMENT REFERRED TO IN REPLY TO PARTS (a) TO (f) OF UNSTARRED QUESTION NO.1573 BY SHRI SUSHIL KUMAR MODI ANSWERED IN RAJYA SABHA ON 10.12.2021 REGARDING INDIAN RAILWAY STATION REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT

(a) to (f) Various stations are being redeveloped on Indian Railways to provide modern amenities. Rani Kamalapati station of West Central Railway and Gandhinagar Capital station of Western Railway have been developed and commissioned.

On the basis of the experience of these two stations and techno-economic feasibility, modernisation of other stations is being done.

Ministry of Railways is exploring various possibilities of funding to develop Railway Stations under different models.

Time frame for construction of stations can not be indicated at this stage as station development program is complex in nature and requires detailed techno-economic studies and various statutory clearances.
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